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or Tax Year 1993 the Statistics of Income Divi- matches to an employers return record and we have

sion SOl created more elaborate data base of an industry-coded employee

individual income tax data than ever before It

contained not only sample of individual income tax Actually the process turned out to be little more

returns but also matching information documents of complicated than that For it was not only the employ-

every descriptiondocuments filed by the taxpayers ees who could be non-filers employers could be non-

employers banks brokerage houses pension funds etc filers as well This was pretty unlikely for businesses

In addition through matches to other administrative files with employees but governmental bodies are not re

we gender-coded and age-coded the file We matched quired to file tax returns And while many non-profit

the spousal and dependent SSN on the file to other organizations do file information returns these were not

records on the Master File of tax documents and put on the Business Master File However since the em-

together families of tax returns To address issues of ployer names were available from the W-2s we could

changes in taxpayer behavior over time we included in many cases generate occupation codes from those

subsample consisting of individuals who were in our names For example Department of followed by one

Tax Year 1987 sample By matching to business tax of the names of the U.S Governments cabinet agen

returns we obtained industry codes for the taxpayers cies definitely indicated Government employee as did

employers and by coding the entry in the occupation State of followed by State name And then we had

box or boxes we generated occupation codes many documents with the words school or college

or university in the employer name These turned out

In this paper we describe how the occupation and to be bit of problem since public schools and private

industry coding of this data base was accomplished We schools get completely different Standard Industrial

also compare our results to statistics on employment Classification SIC codes At the two-digit level pub-

available from the Bureau of Labor Statistics Previous lic schools are included with other governmental insti

papers have detailed the information returns match and tutions whereas private schools have their own SIC

age and gender coding aspects of the data base Sailer code We decided our tabulations would just show

and Weber 1998 as well as the family linkages it makes general education governmental and nongovernmen

possible Sailer and Weber 1996 and 1997 tal category

Industry-Coding the File The problems enumerated in the previous paragraph

were the ones we had figured out before starting the

In theory at least generating industry codes for process of industry-coding the file Once we ran pre

sample of tax-return-filing employees is quite easy and liminary table of our data we realized that 14 percent of

inexpensive given the files at the IRSs disposal The all employees who should have been coded i.e mdi-

tax return has SSNs for the primary and secondary tax- viduals with salaries and wages whether they were pri

payers These allow the IRS to match the return to the mary or secondary taxpayers or nonfilers were listed

Form W-2 issued by the employer The W-2 in turn as non-codable

contains an Employer Identification Number or EIN

The EIN can be used to access the business tax return of As mentioned previously the source of the industry

the employer on which an industry code is to be re- codes on the SOl side is for the most part the Master

ported As long as all the returns have been filed an File of Business Income Tax Returns It relies on self-

industry code is just two matches away Even if the coding by the individualsgenerally accountantswho

worker has not filed return all we need is Form W-2 fill out the tax returns lot of them appear to be some-
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what lacking in imagination and simply do not bother to When the data are examined below the industrial

fill in one of the numbers provided by IRS on the handy division level such as for the industrial group the one

list of industry codes in the filing instructions When we code must fit all operations rule has an even stronger

pulled up the names of the uncoded employers we saw effect In addition some industrial group codes do not

regular Whos Who of industrial giantscompanies appear in all the instruction booklets For example there

with words like airline petroleum or tobacco right is no specific code for engineering and accounting firms

in their names The obvious solution was to enter SIC on the corporation form no specific code for petroleum

codes for these companies And to code those employer refining on the partnership form and no specific code

names that did not clearly indicate the industry we could for the production of tobacco products on the sole pro-

look up the names in Moodys On-Line Service to pnetorship form So the preparer will have no choice

which the SOl Division subscribes and find an industry but to use the other category for such taxpayers Some

code there These corrections brought our non-codable of these problems were overcome through the judicious

employees down to percent of the file combination of industrial group codes the first two digits

of the 4-digit Standard Industrial Classification or SIC

Look at the Industry Data code However few groups notably the miscella

neous manufacturing industry remain overstated in

Table compares the industry distribution from the Table

SOl tax return data base to data from the Bureau of

Labor Statistics BLS covering wage-earners by in- few more words about the comparability of SOl

dustrial division In contrast to the SO data which were and BLS data Several compromises had to be made

produced by generating industry codes for each of the when Table was produced For example the BLS

112167 taxpayers and nonfilers in our sample the BLS figures are monthly based on the pay period that con-

data came from survey of employers In the Current tamed the 2th day of each month the IRS figures by

Employment Statistics program 400000 nonfarm es- contrast are on an annual basis Since our main goal

tablishments were asked to report on the number of was to check whether the IRS figures were reasonable

employees on their payrolls Each establishment was we selected the month with the highest employment fig-

assigned an industry code ure for the year On the IRS side we chose one W-2 for

each taxpayer with salaries and wagesthe W-2 with

The two major differences between the IRS and the the largest salary amount for the yearand used that

BLS data at the industrial division level are in the manu- employers industry code The BLS figures represent

facturing division where the IRS data appear high and the highest employment rate for given industry

in the wholesale division where the IRS data appear whereas the IRS figures represent in general the in

low These differences may be related to each other dustries in which taxpayers worked the most So you
There is general rule in the IRS Instruction Booklets would expect the IRS figures to be little lower than the

that tells the company to choose the industry code cor- BLS figuresindeed the overall IRS figure falls short

responding to the activity from which it derives the larg- by 1.92 percent All in all given the limitations of the

est percentage of its gross receipts This code then
ap- coding methodsone code must fit the whole firm and

plies to the whole company not just as is true for the not all industrial group codes were available to all tax

BLS data to single establishment Many manufactur- payerswe are satisfied that the industry coding worked

ing companies are likely to have establishments that
quite well

engage in wholesaling its products but these establish

ments would not be coded separately on the SOT side Occupation-coding the File

In addition the instruction booklet for Form 1120 Cor
porations specifies that if the company purchases raw The tax return offers the U.S population its only

materials and sells finished products it is manufac- annual opportunity to tell the Federal government what

turer even if it contracts out for the labor to make the kind of work it is doing Unfortunately taxpayers are

finished products
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given very little help in making this report For industry tion with an industry code However to code the mdi-

coding they may have only one page of codes and one vidual at the two-digit level you would need to know

instruction But for the occupation they have zero pages whether he was setup operator or production opera-

of codes and zero instructionsjust two boxes that are tor So we ended up consolidating the 60 occupational

about 2/2 inches long and 1/4 inch tall labelled Your groups shown in the SOC manual into the 31 groups

occupation and Spouses occupation respectively shown in Table For comparison purposes we used

and gentle reminder Dont forget to enter your occu- occupational data for 1993 derived from the Current

pation SOT gets to decipher what the taxpayers en- Population Survey CPS monthly survey by the Cen
tries mean sus Bureau of 60000 occupied households The CPS

occupational data are published by the Bureau of Labor

Now luckily we have been doing this for some Statistics in the series Employment and Earnings As is

years ever since the 1980 Standard Occupational Clas- true of the SOT data CPS estimates are subject to sam
sification system was devised For the most part these pling variability Since the BLS occupation data in
have been small studies for subsets of the U.S taxfiling contrast to the industry data cited earlier included self-

population although we did code the full 1979 Statis- employed individuals self-employed taxpayers were

tics of Income sample Extensive analyses of these included on the SOT side as well However contrary to

projects were presented at various meetings of the Amen- what we did with the industry distribution we could not

can Statistical Association see Sailer et al 1980 1983 include nonfilers in this tabulation since we needed

1989 1990 1991 Tax Year 1993 marks the first full tax return to get an occupation title We did follow the

SOl sample coding effort since then Of course we kept SOT convention of including late-filed prior-year returns

all our coding decisions in computerized dictionary received during 1994 as stand-in for 1993 returns yet

so any occupation titles coded in previous studies were to be filed

coded automatically by the computer In some cases it

took both the title and an industry code To help us Tn presenting the SOT occupational data we decided

code new titles that were similar to ones already coded to create one additional group not part of the SOC cod-

we hired contractor to develop utility similar to ing manual Because of the vagueness of some titles

spell-checkerwhen an uncoded title appeared it most notably government worker and because an

looked for similar word that had already been coded extraordinary number of taxpayers with government in-

All in all this utility was great help although some dustry codes had no occupation entries we decided to

operators may have been bit too eager to click the OK create another category Government Workers Not Else-

button For example when one taxpayer simply called where Classified

himself professional the utility helpfully found the

code for Professional Athlete One simple click of One more adjustment to the data was needed The

the OKbutton and all professionals no matter what Statistics of Income Division has found that it is not nec-

their industries became athletes We trust that our sub- essary to do an independent edit of Form 040-EZ for

sequent quality review found most of these errors statistical purposes All the money amounts for these

simple returns are already on the IRS Master File of

From our previous experience we already knew that Individual Income Tax Returns so why not just bring

given the level of precision of many taxpayer entries it them into the SOT sample unchanged unless consis

would be futile to try to code the file at anything below tency test shows that the income items are out of bal

the two-digit SOC level Even the two-digit major oc- ance The plan worked perfectly for all data items cx

cupational groups were sometimes too detailed For cept the occupation title Tn our data base it is present

example frequent taxpayer occupational entry is for the electronically filed Forms 1040-EZ but not for

nurse in order to code it at the two-digit level we the corresponding paper forms

would need to know whether the person was licensed

practical nurse or registered nurse Another frequent
Since the object of this analysis is to evaluate the

entry was operator which can be coded in conjunc- coverage of various occupations on tax returns we did
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not want to simply exclude the filers of paper Forms the board we did not think that would be the right thing

1040-EZ detailed examination of all Forms 1040- to do

EZ in our sample revealed that all income classes and

most industrial divisions represented by paper Form The understatement of college and university teach-

040-EZ filers were accounted for among the electroni- ers is probably directly related to the overstatement of

cally filed Forms 040-EZalthough the low-income engineers architects and surveyors There may be some

returns were proportionately underrepresented There- teachers hidden in the data for other professions as well

fore we weighted up the electronically filed 040-EZ The understatement of the service occupations espe

to represent all 1040-EZs The method we devised con- cially private household workers is probably true re

trolled both for income size and for industry By doing flection of their under-representation in the tax filing

this we made our noncodable records go down from 28 population The same is probably true of agricultural

million to 16 million And while we were doing so we workers

increased considerably the numbers of transportation

production and construction workers shown in our tabu- Our main objective in this study was to develop pro

lations
cedures that would allow us to occupation-code statisti

cal files relatively quickly and cheaply using automa

Look at the Occupation Data tion as much as possible It is the authors opinion that

this objective has largely been met The occupation

Table presents the results of our occupation cod- coded data base should be helpful in number of ways

ing effort It shows that we succeeded in assigning ac- Obviously if anybody wants to do study of the taxa

tual 2-digit SOC codes to 84 percent of the file with the tion of the top managers in private industry of lawyers

remainder falling in the Government Workers Not Else- of educational counselors of people in the health diag

where Classified or Non-codable categories Note nosing and treating professions of technologists or of

to all bureaucrats Government Worker is not an oc- mechanics we can assure them that we have reason

cupation Not unexpectedly those occupational groups ably good sample of these individuals If they want to

associated with government workpublic officials so- study engineers they can do that as well as long as they

cial scientists and urban planners protective service understand that the sample will include some teaching

archivists and curatorsare somewhat understated The engineers Other occupational groupings can still be

only category that is severely overstated is engineers used as long as it is clear to the user that they are in-

At first we thought that problem we had encountered complete When the Treasury Department builds its Tax

in the 1979 studythe building engineer who is re- Model once every years or so it does statistical match

ally janitor and the railroad engineer who is really
to other files including the public use file from the CPS

locomotive operatorhad reappeared But careful Having good occupation and industry data for over 80

examination of the occupation titles employer names percent of the file will give them two more variables to

and employer industry codes for everybody coded as an use for their statistical match and should improve the

engineer revealed no such obvious problems One in- quality of their model even if we have not coded every

teresting phenomenon we observed was the presence of last taxpayer

fair number or taxpayers who put Engineer as their

first entry followed by Professor or Instructor At this point it is traditional to say that of course

the case of multiple entries we always code to the first
much more research is needed In this case it is hard to

entry on the assumption that it represents the taxpayers
see how much good could come from more research

primary concept of his or her job We could have There are obvious ways of improving the occupation

tweaked the data little more and brought down the en- data such as providing more detailed reporting instruc

gineers and raised the college and university teachers tions or asking employers to provide occupation codes

bitbut unless we were going to come up with an alter- on Forms W-2 Because of the additional reporting bur

native coding principle that we could replicate across
den these solutions would impose on taxpayers they are
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unlikely to happen For the foreseeable future the meth- Internal Revenue Service pp 63-6

ods of industry- and occupation-coding described in this

paper will be the best that can be done with tax returns Sailer Peter Orcutt Harriet and Clark Phil 1980
Coming Soon Taxpayer Data Classified by
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Table Total Non-Farm Employment by Industrial Dhis ion and Group BLS and SO

Industrial Division Employment in 1000s SO as

SIC Industrial Group based on 2-digit SIC code BLS SOl of BLS

Mining 638.0 585.8 91.82

10-12 Metal and coal 171.9 144.4 83.97

13 Oil and gas extraction 360.2 298.5 82.87

14 Other mining 105.9 143.0 134.99

Construction 5033.9 4914.7 97.63

15 Building construction 1183.5 1530.2 129.29

16 Other construction 795.1 564.8 71.04

17 Special construction trades 3055.3 2819.8 92.29

Manufacturing 184013 19794.7 107.57

20-21 Food and tobacco 1816.6 2122.8 116.86

22-23 Textiles and apparel 1682.7 1667.5 99.10

24-26 Lumber furniture and other wood products 1922.2 1708.7 88.89

27 Printing and publishing 1531.9 1569.1 102.43

28-29 Petroleum and other chemical products 1243.7 1611.2 129.55

30-3 Rubber plastics and leather products 1041.3 934.5 89.74

32 Stone clay glass products 529.6 458.9 86.66

33-34 Metalproducts 2045.2 2319.7 113.42

35-38 Machinery equipment and instruments 6199.6 6441.0 103.89

39 Miscellaneous manufacturing 388.5 961.2 247.40

Transportation 6825.6 6597.7 96.66

40-42 Ground transportation 2154.7 1810.0 84.00

43 U.S Postal Service 841.7 854.2 101.49

44 Water transportation 176.7 130.9 74.05

45 Air transportation 1036.2 683.9 66.00

46 Pipelines except gas 18.7 36.2 193.60

47 Transportation services 361.4 375.3 103.85

48 Communications 1278.5 1626.7 127.23

49 Electric gas sanitary 957.7 1080.6 112.83

Wholesale trade 6050.0 4202.5 69.46

50 Durable goods 3476.0 2532.8 72.87

51 Nondurable goods 2574.0 1669.7 64.87

Retail trade 20790.6 19896.9 95.70

52-5759 Retail stores 13747.9 13920.3 101.25

58 Eating and drinking places 7042.7 5976.6 84.86

Finance insurance and real estate 6923.4 6846.6 98.89

60-6267 Financial including holding companies 3320.3 3232.9 97.37

63-64 Insurance 2230.1 2090.1 93.72

65 Real estate 1373.0 1523.6 110.97

Services other than education 28794.6 27396.8 95.15

70 Hotels 1714.3 1493.5 87.12

72-73 Personal and business services 7189.5 7038.3 97.90

75-76 Repair services 1290.5 1102.9 85.47

78-79 Recreation services including motion pictures 1895.6 1652.1 87.16

80 Health services 8871.8 8163.1 92.01

81 Legal services 941.3 812.0 86.26

83-89 All other services other than education 6891.6 7134.9 103.53

Educational services public and private 10514.3 8154.4 77.56

Public administration other than defense 9919.2 8256.1 83.23

Non-codable N/A 5060.8 N/A

Total 113890.9 111707.2 98.08
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Table Employment Including Self-Employment by Occupational Division and Group BLS and SO

Occupational Division

SOC Occupational Group based on Employment in 1000s SOl as

2-digit SOC code BLS SO of BLS

Executives Managers and Administrators 15376 13909 90.46

11 Public officials 581 423 72.73

12-13 Other officials 10640 9978 93.77

14 Mgmt-related 4155 3509 84.44

Professionals 18406 16157 87.78

16 Engineers architects and surveyors 1839 2089 113.60

17 Math and computer scientists 1051 892 84.83

18 Natural scientists 531 464 87.37

19 Social scientist urban planner 399 233 58.43

20 Soc rec and religious workers 1096 873 79.61

21 Lawyers andjudges 815 740 90.82

22 Teachers college and university 772 510 66.07

23 Teachers other 4397 3709 84.36

24 Vocational and educational counselors 224 223 99.40

25 Librarians archivists and curators 223 112 50.15

26-28 Health diagnosing occupations 909 890 97.87

29-3036 Other health professionals 4124 3811 92.41

32-33 Writers artists entertainers etc 1946 1535 78.86

34 Athletes 80 77 96.52

Technical Clerical and Sales 35292 29478 83.53

37-39 Technologists except
health 2492 2557 102.60

40-44 Sales occupations 14245 11929 83.74

45-47 Administrative support 18555 14993 80.80

Service Occupations 16521 10849 65.67

50 Private household workers 912 88 9.65

51 Protective service 2152 1542 71.67

52 Other service occupations 13457 9219 68.50

Farming Forestry and Fishing 3326 2275 68.41

55-58 Agricultural workers 3326 2275 68.41

Precision Production Craft and Repair 13326 11375 85.36

60-61 Mechanics and repairers 4416 4506 102.04

63-64 Construction trades 5004 4197 83.86

65 Extractive occupations 148 119 80.09

67-69 Precision production workers 3758 2554 67.95

Operators Fabricators and Laborers 17038 14853 87.18

70-79 Production workers 7415 6266 84.51

1-82 Transportation other than material movers 5004 4281 85.54

83-87 Handlers material movers helpers etc 4619 4307 93.24

Non-codable N/A 18931 N/A
97 Government workers n.e.c N/A 2951 N/A

88 Other non-codable N/A 15980 N/A

Total 119285 117827 98.78

N/A -- not applicable

Source notes for tables and

SOl Statistics of Income data are previously unpublished information from data base of 104605

individual income tax returns filed in 1994 plus 12842 non-filers for whom the IRS received Form W-2
BLS Bureau of Labor Statistics data on employment by industry are available on the Internet at

http//stats.bls.gov

BLS data on employment by occupation are published in Employment and Earnings January 1994
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